Product Overview

- Silicone Pads
- Quick Release Button
- Adjustable Legs
- Fixed Nut
- Clamp Arms
- Air Vent Clip
- Screw Knob
- Ball Joint
Assemble And Installation Steps

Method 1 – Use With The Suction Cup

1. Un螺丝 the fixed nut completely, let the ball joint through the fixed nut (The thread must face the groove) and push it to the groove in the back of the car mount firmly.

2. Tighten the fixed nut.
3. Clean the windshield or dashboard where you need to install the car mount with a wet cloth, and wait for it to dry.

4. As shown, push the suction cup lock up until it is fully open.
5. Attach the suction cup on the windshield / dashboard. Press firmly on the suction cup, then press the suction cup lock to lock it.

6. If you secure the car mount on the dashboard, please use it with the 3M dashboard pad. Please first stick the 3M dashboard pad on the dashboard. (Tear off the red protective sticker.)
Stick the 3M dashboard pad on the dashboard and press it firmly for over 1 minute to make sure it is properly attached. Then install the car mount on the 3M dashboard pad and secure the suction cup in the same way as step 4 and step 5.

7. Adjust the angle of the car mount to fit the sight line. (Twist the extendable arm adjusting nut to adjust the length of the arms. Twist the extendable arm retaining nut to change the angle of the arms.)
Method 2 – Use With The Air Vent Clip

1. Unscrew the fixed nut completely, let the ball joint through the fixed nut (The thread must face the groove) and push it to the groove in the back of the car mount firmly.

2. Tighten the fixed nut.
3. Twist the screw knob to adjust the opening of the clip to fit the air vent.

4. Find a suitable place to insert the car mount.
5. Tighten the screw knob to fix the car mount.

6. Adjust the angle of the car mount to fit your sight.
Using Steps

1. Pressing the quick release button, the clamp arms will automatically pop open.

2. Place your phone and find the press position (a dent place with tiny microdots on the clamp arms) to push, tighten up the clamp arms to hold your phone firmly.
3. If you have a larger size phone, please pull down the adjustable legs on the car phone holder according to the phone size to place your phone suitably. Then fix the phone in the same way like step 2, so that the phone could be clamped firmly.

4. After using, press the quick release button again to open the clamp arms and take out the mobile phone as shown in the picture.
Product Specifications

Phone width for the car mount: 55mm-102mm

Telescopic arm stretchable length: 108mm-150mm
Adjustable height of the adjustable legs: 0mm-15mm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Easy Clip Car Mount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>CTEZ11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable Places</td>
<td>Windshield / Dashboard / Air Vent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product List</td>
<td>Car Mount ×1, Suction Cup ×1, 3M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dashboard Pad ×1, Air Vent Clip ×1, Instruction Manual ×1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters above are derived from the laboratory of ANDOBIL. The actual parameters would be different because of products and other factors. The image shown here is indicative only.
⚠️ Attention

1. Please install the car mount on a suitable place before starting driving navigation, do not operate and adjust the car mount during driving.
2. Do not install the car mount on a place which will influence the operation of airbag and driving.
3. Keep the car mount away from children.

Suction Cup Use Note

1. When using the suction cup, do not stick it on a curved surface, surface with plush cloth or uneven surface. It would not be securely attached.
2. It is not recommended to attach the suction cup to leathers, walls or glass film surfaces, since the suction cup is designed with strong suction power.
3. The 3M dashboard pad is one-time use. Once stick, it's hard to remove. Once removed, it cannot be used again. Please choose the appropriate position on the dashboard to install the 3M dashboard pad.
4. If the suction cup is frequently used in high temperature, low temperature or humid conditions, the suction will not stick as firm (Please avoid direct exposure to the sun).
5. After using for a period of time, if the suction is not sticky enough, please take down the suction cup and wash it with warm water. It will be sticky again after drying.
6. If the suction cup holder is removed, please protect the suction cup with plastic wrap.
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